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Hello Everyone!
The following presentation will discuss techniques for optimizing XSI rendering.
The goal of this presentation is to show you the extraordinary power of XSI rendering and what it can do to help
you with your daily production challenges.
First allow me to introduce myself. My name is Dave Lajoie, and I am a Senior consultant and rendering
specialist at Softimage/Avid. It is a real pleasure to share with you, this great piece of technology called XSI.
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Curriculum







Anti-aliasing and Adaptive Sampling
Motion Blur
BSP tree
Final Gathering Demystified
Textures
Render Debugging

The following subjects will be covered in this presentation:
Anti-aliasing and Adaptive Sampling
These concepts allow you to control the image quality during rendering. My goal is to help you understand
the parameters that control anti-aliasing and how to tune them to gain rendering speed while maintaining
rendering quality.
Motion Blur
It is used to render moving objects in the scene in order to create an notion of movement in still images.
My goal for this topic is to explain the motion blur process and the parameters and settings that control it.
The BSP Tree
It is seen as a beast hard to control. I will explain how BSP can accelerate/decelerate raytracing.
Final Gathering
This has been a very hot topic on our discussion lists. The goal is to understand how FG works and how to
tune it to get the best rendering quality while keeping the rendering time as low as possible.
XSI Textures
The idea here is to explain how XSI deals with textures and what is the best setup to lower memory usage
while rendering large scenes. There are a lot of tips and tricks that can make you life easier.
Render Debugging
It can happen once in a life time that you have a serious rendering problem. I will explain to you how to nail
it down.
Let’s start with anti-aliasing, which is an important part of the equation during the rendering process.
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Anti-aliasing and Adaptive Sampling
 Before we talk about anti-aliasing, what is aliasing?
– Lack of adequate number of samples that causes incorrect
reconstruction of the sampled original data.
– Example: Audio Sampling. If you don’t take enough audio samples,
the digital audio wave will reveal audio artifacts which results in
crappy audio ;)

Before talking about anti-aliasing and adaptive sampling, I would like to explain why anti-aliasing and AS were
invented and describe the problem they were designed to solve.
The problem is know as Aliasing. I often explain Aliasing by using the analogy of an analog wave form being
converted to digital audio.
The conversion process is simple: the sampling engine (often an analog to digital chip) converts the audio wave
form into Stream numerical values.
Let’s look at the graphics in the slide:
The top graphic is the analog audio wave form.
The Second graphic shows samples being taken at twice the frequency of the original waveform.
As you can see, the reconstructed waveform is far from accurate. When we increase the sampling density by 4, we
can recreate a decent waveform.
This process is very similar when it comes to rendering images. The only difference is the dimensions: audio is onedimensional (it varies in time), while images are two-dimensional (they vary in coordinates: x,y).
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Anti-aliasing (cont’d )
 Aliasing is known as “jaggies”.

For example, the image on the left is aliased, which produces “jaggies” or “staircases”
In the image on the right, oversampling was used to better sample what the 3D camera saw.
Let me explain how anti-aliasing is done internally.
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Anti-aliasing (cont’d)



In order to fix aliasing when rendering, renderers need to sample the same pixel
many times, at different locations inside the pixel.
XSI rendering technology allows for different levels of sampling.
– InfraSampling (sample once for each N pixels) (fast but poor quality)
– SuperSampling (N samples for each pixel) (slower and high quality)
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When you render a scene, the camera has a virtual film to expose, in this case we call it “frame buffer”. The camera
breaks up its filmback into small areas called pixels and “fills” each pixel with a color. This process is called
rendering.
The user has the ability to control how many pixels will be “filled” with a color. All other pixels which didn’t get a
color, will simply get interpolated from neighboring pixels which did receive a color.
The two parameters that control this process are called anti-aliasing Min and Max. Minimum stands for minimum
number of times a pixel will be broken into smaller sub-pixels. Maximum stands for maximum number of times a
pixel will be broken into smaller sub-pixels.
If we take a look at the graphics in the slide, you can see different rendering anti-aliasing levels. Let’s go through
each one, and I will explain what it means. In each example, each of the white squares is a pixel in the frame buffer.
In this case, we only have a 5x5 frame buffer, but that is enough to explaining the process.
The left-most graphic shows anti-aliasing settings set to Min = –2 and Max = -2. This means the renderer will send
one sample in the scene for every 16 pixels. As you can see it is skipping 15 pixels. Obviously since it is skipping so
many pixels, it will render really fast, but produce a very poor result.
The next graphic shows Min and Max both set to –1, in this case renderer will send one sample in the scene for
every 4 pixels.
The third graphic shows anti-aliasing Min and Max settings of 0 and 0. This means one sample will be sent for each
pixel.
At this point I should mention that each sample is always take at the corner of a pixel and not in the middle of a pixel.
It is possible that inside a single pixel, it contains more details that needs to be sampled. I often use this analogy: an
image is made up of pixels, and each pixel is a separate “image” made up of sub-pixels.
The first three examples in the slide use negative anti-aliasing values up to value of Zero, and will all render aliased
images (or images with jaggies if you prefer). This is called InfraSampling. To remove the aliasing, or get rid of the
jaggies, we need to send extra samples inside each pixels, in order to gather more details.This is similar to the audio
waveform in the previous slide being digitized with very fine samples to reconstruct the analog waveform accurately.
As soon as you set the anti-aliasing Min and/or Max above 0, you are telling the renderer to do “SupersSampling”.
Using an anti-aliasing Min and Max level 1, for example, means that each pixel is broken into 4 sub pixels.
An anti-aliasing Min and Max level of 2 will break each pixel into 16 sub-pixels and finally a level of 3 will break each
pixel into 64 sub-pixels.
Notice how fast the number of sub-pixels increases when you increment the anti-aliasing Min/Max level by 1. Level 3
is considered very high quality, and Min/Max levels higher than three should rarely be used.
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Anti-aliasing (cont’d)
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Sampling Min and Max are set to the same value. Increasing AA by
one level has a huge impact on the number of sampling rays cast in
the scene.

Just to give you an idea, here is a graph that shows the number of samples taken when you render using different
anti-aliasing settings and different resolutions.
For example, if you render at NTSC resolution with anti-aliasing settings of 0, the number of samples is quite low.
But if you render a 4k image using anti-aliasing settings of 2, you can see that approximately 250 millions samples
are taken in the scene.
Increasing the anti-aliasing settings from 2 to 3 will double the number of samples: 500 million.
Later, I will explain how a single ray can trigger a large number of second generations rays ( light, shadow, final
gathering, and so on). As more samples are sent in the scene, more of those second generation rays will be cast too.
That is why it is so important to tune anti-aliasing properly.
So the message here is:
•Increasing the anti-aliasing settings by just one can drastically increase rendering time!
•There are other parameters that you should tune and adjust before touching the anti-aliasing settings.
•Increasing anti-aliasing settings should be the last adjustment you make when image quality is not
sufficient.
Obviously these examples are extreme cases. It is not suggested that you set the anti-aliasing levels to 3, since it
might oversample in areas where it is not needed. This brings me to the next topic: adaptive sampling.
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Adaptive Sampling (cont’d)
 AA Min=Max, is equivalent to Bartlett anti-aliasing in
SOFTIMAGE|3D.
 Don’t want use a fixed number of sub-pixel samples.
 Adaptive sampling is based on a color threshold. It
splits the pixel/subpixel when the neighboring
samples exceed the Threshold value.

Now let me explain how adaptive sampling can improve rendering time.
XSI rendering allows the user to specify a contrast level that will be used during the rendering process to determine if
and when more samples are needed. This technique is called adaptive sampling.
When you set the anti-aliasing Min and Max to the same value, the AS is disabled and a fixed number of samples are
cast. For example, in SI3D, there was a anti-aliasing filter called Bartlett which is equivalent to setting the XSI antialiasing Min and Max to the same value. It produces really nice images, but it is known to be a slower method.
Let’s get to an example of how adaptive sampling can save precious rendering time.
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Adaptive Sampling (cont’d)
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AA: Min 0, Max 3 Total Samples at level 3: 19 adaptive vs. 64 non-adaptive

SLIDE #1 - 4 pixels no samples
This example demonstrates the concept. Here, we have 4 pixels covering a geometry. The anti-aliasing is set to Min=0 and Max=3.
adaptive sampling requires a parameter called Contrast, which is a color (RGBA) value. Contrast is used to decide when a pixel
needs to be split into sub-pixels, and when sub-pixels need to be split further.
Let me explain how it works: first the renderer will cast 1 sample at each pixel’s top/left corner
SLIDE #2 - sample anti-aliasing 0
In this slide the anti-aliasing level is 0. The renderer will compare the each of the sample results to determine if the difference is
greater or less than the anti-aliasing Contrast. If it is greater, it means more samples are needed, and the pixel needs to be
subdivided. Before subdividing a pixel or sub-pixel, the renderer tests to determine whether the current anti-aliasing level is equal to
or greater than anti-aliasing Max. In this case subdivision is needed.
SLIDE #3 - subdiv > level1
The pixel is split into 4 sub-pixels. anti-aliasing is now at level 1.
SLIDE #4 - sample Level 1
The renderer will then cast samples for each of the new sub-pixels that haven’t been sampled yet. The renderer compares the
samples and determines that some of the sub-pixels still require subdivision.
SLIDE #5 - subdiv > level2
The anti-aliasing is now at level 2.
SLIDE #6 - sample level 2
Again, the renderer casts samples for each of the new sub-pixels and determines which ones need to be split.
SLIDE #7 - subdiv > level 3
The renderer will then apply the subdivision...
SLIDE #8 - sample level 3
...and cast samples for the new sub-pixels. It then stops recursion since it has reached the maximum anti-aliasing level specified by
the user (3 in this case).
SLIDE #9 >
Because AS was used, the renderer only had to cast 19 samples. A non-adaptive approach would have required that it cast 64
samples. As you can see, using AS reduced the number of samples by 66% which is really good. Fewer samples would have been
cast if the object had been constant-shaded and all of its pixels were white. In that case, the anti-aliasing level never would have had
recursed since the contrast comparison would have succeeded. As a result, anti-aliasing would have determined that no contrast
was detected and that there was no need to subdivide the pixel. That is why tiles appear to render faster when the shading is
constant. In the XSI rendering options, several diagnostic tools are available, one of which allows you to to view the anti-aliasing
samples during rendering. In the diagnostic rendering, white dots show where anti-aliasing samples are being taken. More samples
means longer rendering time. This diagnostic mode allows to see the influence of the anti-aliasing Contrast parameters. As you lower
the Contrast, anti-aliasing is being more strict and casting more samples before it reaches the contrast condition set.
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Adaptive Sampling (cont’d)


Tuning tips
– Before increasing the AA Sampling, lower the Threshold first
• If lowering the Threshold doesn’t create the desired result, enable filtering.
• If you still can’t achieve the necessary quality, increase the AA Max by 1 and then
reset the Threshold back to 0.2. Disable filtering, then continue to decrease
Threshold until you are satisfied. You may need to enable filtering again.

– Some elements in your scene causes flickering and moiré. These may be
caused by the following:
• High frequency textures ( high repeats) / Area Light / Final Gathering /Bump
Mapping / Motion Blur
• Here is some solutions before increasing the AA Max:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Decrease AA Threshold
Enable Elliptical Filtering (for images and bump maps)
Increase FG accuracy
Increase Area Light sampling by 1 (be careful with area light settings)
Convert Area Lights to Shadow Maps
Decrease the Motion Blur Threshold

Here are some Tips and Tricks for tuning your anti-aliasing settings:
•Before increasing the anti-aliasing, I strongly suggest lowering the anti-aliasing Threshold value until the
desired quality is achieved.
•If the result isn’t satisfactory, enable a better anti-aliasing filtering like triangle or Mitchell.
•If the result still isn’t satisfactory:
• Increase the anti-aliasing Threshold to 0.2
•Then, increase the anti-aliasing Max by 1
•Enable filtering on a need to basis.
It is possible that in some cases you see flickering in the rendered sequence. Flickering is caused when too few
samples are being taken at each frame, which causes variations in color and intensity. This is also know as temporal
aliasing.
Before attempting to solve this problem, what are the elements that can cause flickering?
•You may have a texture that is high-frequency, either because it is using a high number of repeats or
because it is very noisy.
•Flickering might be caused by area lights and shadow maps.
•Final gathering can also cause flickering.
•Bump Mapping can cause serious flickering when using very intense bump factors.
•And last but not least, motion blur.
There are solutions for each of these problems
•You can decrease the anti-aliasing Threshold.
•You can use Elliptical filtering for surface and bump mapping.
•Increase the FG accuracy and reduce the FG radius.
•Increase the Area Light samples by increments of 1.
•Use shadow maps instead of area lights
•Increase the shadow map resolution and number of samples.
•Decrease the motion blur Threshold (we will discuss motion blur in detail later in this presentation)
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Jitter and Dither
 Dither helps remove banding when rendering in 8 bits.
 Jitter helps give a more natural look but has a slight rendering
overhead.
– It is a good practice to enable Jitter whenever you have a rendering
problem (flickering/artifacts/and so on). This could solve the
problem with very little impact on rendering speed.

Jitter and Dithering can help you to fix other types of problems without affecting the overall rendering speed.
Dithering allows to remove banding (color strips appearing in the image), which usually appears when rendering 8-bit
images with very low contrast. Since the intensity for RGB and Alpha has only 256 levels, it is possible that long
color gradation over high resolution image causes these bandings.
•You can enable Dithering which will smooth the color gradation and remove some of the banding.
•In some extreme cases, using 16-bit rendered images will help you avoid banding altogether.
Jitter helps to give a natural look to rendered images by “shaking” the samples being taken. Instead of always
sampling at the corner of a pixel, the renderer will randomize the sample position which helps to get rid of some of
the aliasing artifacts.
Since Jitter implies a slight randomization, it will slow down rendering by a very small factor.
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Filtering





Removes aliasing
Smooths and Blurs
Removes “CG” look due to Anti-aliasing
5 filtering modes are available

1) Filters the image in order to remove any aliasing left in the rendered result.
2) Gives a smoother image, some filter modes will blur the image depending on the settings.
3) Removes the CG look caused by anti-aliasing
4) Filtering value are floating-point values so they can accept values with decimal points, for example 2.3
5) 5 filtering modes are available
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Filtering (Cont’d)

Box

Triangle

Gauss

Mitchell

Lanczos

Filter size 6x6 at AA Min=0, Max=3

What is Filtering?
It is a Profile/falloff curve that allows the renderer to weight the contribution of each sample taken to create one
pixel. As you can see there is a graphic for each of the filtering profiles available in XSI.
Lets start from the fastest filtering and go towards the best filtering.
Box:
•All the samples have the same weighting.
•It is very fast, but blurs the image and tends to lose fine details.
•It is not recommended, unless blurry rendered images are needed.
Triangle:
•Uses linear falloff, so samples near the camera will have more influence then samples that are far away.
•Triangle filtering keeps some level of sharpness while still adding filtering.
Gauss:
•Is a curve falloff, which produce very smooth and soft filtering.
•It will still be blurry if filter sizes are set too high.
Lanczos:
•Offer a better Filtering then triangle/box and Gauss.
•Lanczos will have sharper results compared to Mitchell and Triangle filtering.
Mitchell:
•Is the Best Filtering.
•it doesn’t blur the image but maintains the details, while still filtering.
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Motion Blur





How does it work?
Shutter Speed has an impact on rendering speed.
Motion Blur Threshold
Anti-aliasing settings and Motion Blur settings are
tightly related.

The next topic is Motion Blur, How does it work?
In order to render moving objects, the renderer has to evaluate the position of the object in space and test if the object is crossing the
camera ray path (sample). The renderer will jitter the object along its movement path, randomly sample the object, and cumulates
color results each time it hits the object. The renderer can’t do that forever. It needs to make a decision and stop at some point.
The approach is to use a contrast based decision, where the renderer will compare the cumulated motion blur samples to each new
motion blur sample being taken to see if the new sample is greater than or less than cumulated motion blur samples.
•If it is less, the renderer can stop doing motion blur.
•If it is greater, it means the quality of the samples (number of samples) is not sufficient and the renderer requires more
samples to achieve the quality requested by the user.
Shutter speed has an impact on rendering speed.
XSI motion blur is adaptive, meaning it will sample more when needed. For example, a long object’s movement will take more time to
render since more samples must be taken in order to render the object properly. A small object’s movement requires fewer motion
blur samples.
That is why, if the shutter is open for a long time, it will take more time to render.
Motion Blur Threshold
The next item is motion blur Threshold. You should really see this this as being the motion blur quality parameter. The more an
object moves, and the longer the shutter is open, more motion blur samples are needed in order to maintain motion blur quality.
In the next slide we will go over this parameter in detail.
motion blur Threshold is totally independent from the anti-aliasing, but anti-aliasing does use the motion blur result when determining
if a pixel needs to be split into sub-pixels.
Anti-aliasing settings and motion blur settings are tightly related.
anti-aliasing settings and motion blur settings are tightly related. For example poor motion blur quality while using high anti-aliasing
settings will result in poor quality and slow renders, since the motion blur returns high frequency results. Anti-aliasing cannot adapt
and will subdivide the pixel to its Max recursion level.
Here is a Tip:
If a camera ray hits a moving objects, several motion blur samples will be taken. In order to increase the quality of the motion, it is
strongly suggested that you lower the motion blur Threshold before lowering the anti-aliasing Threshold or increasing the anti-aliasing
settings.
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Motion Blur and Anti-aliasing

In this slide, I will explain the relationship between anti-aliasing and motion blur and how they interact during the rendering process.
Let’s go over the motion blur process as performed by the renderer:
First, everything starts with a camera ray being cast from camera in order to determine a pixel or sub-pixel color. The ray traverses the BSP tree to find out
which triangle it hit. If the triangle is not moving, the renderer will simply call the material shader at the intersection point. The material could spawn series of
second generation rays, like light rays, Final Gathering rays, shadow rays, so on and so forth. If the triangle is moving, the renderer needs to sample it
repeatedly until a certain quality factor is reached. The quality factor is called Motion Blur Threshold. The triangle will jitter according to motion vectors
defined at the vertex level, in front of the ray.
In the Illustration you can see how this being done. On the left side of the slide you’ll see a moving triangle. The dot represents the actual ray being cast. To
better illustrate this, think of the ray as spray paint. It will leave an orange line painted over the triangle as the triangle crosses the ray’s path. The motion
blur needs to take many samples in order to evaluate the surface color at each position along the line. Since there is an infinite number of possible points
on the line, it needs to sample using an interval. That interval is determined by the motion blur Threshold. I guess your question now is, “When does the
motion blur sampling stop?” The motion blur Threshold is the parameter that allows you to control this recursion.
Basically, each motion blur sample is being cumulated and averaged. When a new motion blur sample no longer makes a significant contribution on the
accumulated color, the renderer will stop doing motion blur sampling. Having a motion blur Threshold of 0.75 will produce very poor motion blur results
since the tolerance is very large. Setting the motion blur Threshold very low like 0.1 to 0.001 will force motion blur to take a lot of samples because the
tolerance is very small.
On the right side of the slide illustration, there is a comparison of different motion blur Threshold levels. The one at he left has a high Threshold, so fewer
samples are taken, which results in poor motion blur quality. The graphic on the right is the opposite, the Threshold was set low and many more samples
were taken. For the sake of clarity, I have evenly spaced the motion blur samples along the ray intersection path. In reality, the XSI renderer will sample at
uneven intervals, in a more jittery fashion.
Now let me explain the relationship between motion blur and anti-aliasing:
anti-aliasing uses the motion blur result to determine if more camera samples are needed. If the motion blur Threshold is high, it will result in poor motion
blur quality and will force the anti-aliasing to sample more the pixels to reach its own Threshold quality. If the motion blur Threshold is low, the motion blur
quality will be better, which allows anti-aliasing to not over sample the pixel since motion blur did most of the work.
Another important aspect of motion blur is second generation rays. When the renderer casts a new motion blur sample, it will also evaluate the material
shader on the object. That material can spawn a lot of other second generation rays like FG, reflection, transparency, light rays, shadow rays.
Bottom line:
For each camera ray being cast, several motion blur samples are taken, depending on motion blur Threshold. Each of those motion blur samples can
spawn many other secondary rays like final gathering/reflection/refraction/shadow/light. By decreasing the number of second generation rays, you also
improve motion blur rendering speed. XSI 3.5 has a motion blur mode that is enabled when the motion blur Threshold is set to 0,0,0,0. Internally it forces
anti-aliasing Min and Max to the same value, which means that the number of sampled sub-pixels is fixed. The renderer can thus make certain assumptions
which can speed up rendering. There is one restriction when using this mode: since the anti-aliasing Min and Max are set to the same value, the renderer
will oversample the non-moving objects. In some cases, it might not be needed at all and could cause a rendering slow down. I strongly suggest that you
only use this motion blur mode when all the objects in the scene are moving. For example if you are rendering only a character on a black background
which will then later be composited onto a live or CG background, this motion blur mode can speed up rendering and also increase overall quality. In the
next slide, I will show you motion blur Threshold in action.
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Motion Blur Threshold is Your Friend!

AA Min –3 Max –1, MB Threshold 0.006

AA Min –2 Max 0, MB Threshold 0.006

10 sec to render

30 sec to render

Here is an example of what the motion blur Threshold can achieve for you.
On the right you have a rendered image which used anti-aliasing settings of Min= –2 and Max=0. The motion blur
Threshold was set very low.
It took 30 seconds to render. Notice, that anti-aliasing uses InfraSampling. It is not even oversampling inside the
pixels.
On the left, you have have a rendered image which used much lower anti-aliasing settings but still produced nice
motion blur, and did it very quickly.
If you take a look at the left-hand picture, near the dog’s ears, you will see some jaggies, but that is the only
noticeable difference between the two images.
What does this mean?
Simply put, setting the motion blur Threshold to a very small value forces the motion blur to over sample
the moving object finely. This can be done even if the anti-aliasing settings are very low. The idea is to
demonstrate that motion blur and anti-aliasing are independent and done at different moment during the
rendering process.
I strongly suggest that you keep the motion blur Threshold lower than the anti-aliasing Threshold in all cases.
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Motion Blur Mode
 Motion Deformation
– Calculates motion vectors per-vertex
– Envelopes / Soft Body / Deformation Ops

 Motion Transform
– Either modes has the same impact on memory and/or speed.
Different ways of evaluating motion transforms over time.

XSI offers different motion blur modes.
The first one is called Deformation Motion Blur and it blurs an object’s shape in time. For example, an enveloped
character requires Deformation Motion Blur since the object is changing shape over time due to the skeleton
deformations. In order to achieve this, XSI determines the position of each vertex at frame X and frame X+1 and
computes the moving distance. The preprocessing time required to render objects with Deformation Motion Blur is
greater than that required for a simple SRT based moving object, since XSI has to compute all of the motion vectors
for each vertex.
The second method is to use simply the SRT. This blurs moving objects only by considering their Scaling, Rotation
and Transformation over time. XSI has two methods to evaluate the SRT over time. The parameter is called “Motion
Transformation”, and it located under Motion Blur Controls group on the Motion Blur tab of the Render Options
PPE.
When setting the Motion Transformation parameter to “Evaluate Motion SRT for the entire frame” in XSI
3.5, XSI computes the SRT for the entire frame. This means the SRT is computed from frame X to frame X+1 and
linearly interpolated over time during rendering. You can see this in the image on the left. The red object is the actual
moving object.
For this demonstration, I set the Shutter Speed to 0.5. If the Motion Transformation parameter is set to “Evaluate
Motion SRT at shutter speed”, XSI evaluates the SRT differently. First it evaluates the SRT at frame X and
then at frame X + shutter time. As you can see in the image on the right, the moving object maintain its proportions
during motion blur. This offers better motion blur results, especially when rendering fast moving objects like
propellers.
Using either mode has the same impact on memory, but each mode evaluated motion blur differently.
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BSP Tree





What is the BSP tree?
Why do I need it?
What would happen if it wasn’t there?
When is the BSP tree used?

The next topic is the BSP tree. The BSP tree is very important to understand and master when you are tuning your
rendering settings.
So what is BSP?
BSP stands for Binary Space Partitioning.
Why do I need it?
The BSP tree allows you to accelerate the raytracing process.
What would happen if it wasn’t there?
It is quite simple, a lot of movies wouldn’t exist today without the BSP tree. It directly impacts rendering
speed.
When is the BSP tree used?
It is used during raytracing process. For example some rays that traverse the scene (reflection/refraction
rays, Final Gathering rays, Raytraced shadows, and so on) need to determine whether or not they hit
objects. The BSP tree accelerates this testing process.
Let’s go see how the BSP tree works.
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BSP Tree Parameters
 Depth
 Size

The BSP tree is controlled by two parameters: Depth and Size.
BSP Depth defines the maximum level of recursion to which the BSP tree will split the scene volume into partitions
called voxels. When the BSP engine reaches that level, it will stop splitting the scene into more voxels.
You can imagine a voxel as being a box containing triangles. That is the best analogy I can use.
BSP Size determines whether a voxel contains too many triangles and should be split in two. Each time a voxel is
split in two, it creates a extra level of depth in the BSP tree, and two new leaf nodes are created.
Now lets see how the splitting process works.
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How does the BSP Tree work?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Slide 1: Start
Here is a scene in which each dot represents triangles scattered in the scene. The blurred dots represent motion blurred moving
triangles. If a ray is cast into the scene volume, the renderer needs to test each triangle in the scene to see whether the ray hits it.
That can become a computationally expensive process when the scene contains 1 million triangles, for example. Wouldn’t it be
handy to have the renderer test fewer triangles instead? Of course it would, and you can use the BSP tree to do just that.
Let’s use the following BSP tree settings: Depth=3 and Size=7. In the sample scene, we are currently at a depth of 0. This means no
splitting has occurred yet. The BSP tree tends to balance the number of items in each voxel. The scene itself is considered a voxel,
and it contains 50 triangles. That is higher than the number of triangles allowed by the specified BSP Size limit of 7, so the voxel must
be split in two.
NEXT SLIDE >>> Slide 2: Split the scene bounding box once
The BSP tree is now at a depth of 1. The single voxel has been split in such a way as to distribute its triangles equally among the two
new voxels. Since the BSP tree has not reached the specified maximum Depth level of 3, it can continue to split voxels. Since both of
the two new voxels contains more than the specified maximum Size of 7 triangles, both voxels need to be split.
NEXT SLIDE >>> Slide 3: Split the voxels in two
The BSP tree is now at a depth of 2. The scene has been split into 4 voxels, each of which contains between 11 and 12 triangles.
Since the maximum Depth of 3 has still not been reached, and all of the scene voxels contain more than the maximum Size of 7
triangles, the voxels will be split again.
NEXT SLIDE >>> Slide 4: Split the voxels in two, again
The BSP tree has now split the scene into 8 voxels, containing 6 to 7 triangles each. But before the BSP tree tests each voxels to
determine whether the number of triangles exceed the maximum Size setting, it tests to determine whether the maximum tree depth
of 3 has been reached. In this case, it has, so the BSP tree will stop splitting the scene.
In some cases it is possible that voxels will still contain more triangles than user defined BSP tree Size. When a ray traverses one of
these voxels, it will simply take more time to test each triangle contained in that voxel.
It’s important to mention that it is possible for a triangle to be part of two voxels. This may be because the triangle’s position is on a
voxel border or because the triangle is moving and is motion blurred. In the illustration here, there are some triangles positioned on
voxel borders. These triangles would belong to two voxels. The blurred moving dots are moving triangles which traverse multiple
voxels. I will cover this situation later in the presentation.
NEXT Slide >>> Slide 5: Cast a ray
Now the renderer casts a ray in the scene to determine which triangle it hits. Without the BSP tree it would have tested 50 triangles.
NEXT SLIDE >>> Slide 6: Show which voxels are being traversed
With the BSP tree, the ray traversed only 4 voxels and thus tested only 34 triangles instead of 50. This is a serious improvement,
considering that each tested triangle has a specific cost in CPU time. So By limiting the number of tested triangles we accelerate the
raytracing process.
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BSP Tree
 Equivalent BSP tree from previous slide

In this slide I have recreated the BSP tree from the previous slide to show how the BSP tree data is represented in
memory.
Each box is called a node (or voxel). Whenever a box contains triangles, it is called a leaf node (since it will be at the
top of the tree). You can see this information in the BSP tree stats that get printed at the end of a rendering report.
As you can see, there is one leaf node containing a lot more triangles than the other leaf nodes. In this case, if the
ray traverses this node, it will need to test more triangles and this will increase rendering time. Increasing the depth
by one allows this leaf node to be split into two other leaf nodes. This improves rendering speed since there are
fewer triangles to test in each leaf nodes.
Each time a node is split one depth level is added to the tree. So increasing the BSP Depth by one, allows the
renderer to double the number of leaf nodes. Consequently, special care should taken when tuning the BSP tree
parameters. I’ll cover this topic later in the presentation.
That is why the BSP tree is so tricky to tune properly. Users need to find a settings that result in balanced tree with
the optimal number of triangles in each node. Depending on the scene type, users may need to increase the BSP
Depth to get an evenly distributed tree. However, in some cases this can cause BSP memory consumption to
become a problem, which leads to memory swapping during the render process, and directly affects render speed.
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BSP vs. GRID

What is the difference between BSP and Grid raytracing acceleration?
The BSP tree is adaptive. It will balance the tree where there are details in the scene. I often use the teapot in the
stadium as example. In that case there are a lot of triangles on the teapot, but other triangles are located far away in
other parts of the scene volume.
Grid is basically the same thing as BSP, except that voxel splitting has a fixed size. As a result, Grid is non-adaptive.
Grid acceleration offers better results for the photon tracing process. It is also ideal for City scenes where triangles
are evenly distributed throughout the scene volume.
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BSP Tree and Render Performance
 A single eye ray can spawn several other secondary
rays which will traverse and use the BSP tree.

1

2

3

4

This slide illustrates how often the BSP tree is invoked during a render. The blue Line is the camera ray being cast. It
traverses the scene, uses the BSP tree to determine which triangle it hits, and calls its material shader.
NEXT SLIDE
The red arrows are reflection rays. In this case the user enabled glossy reflection, spawning multiple reflection rays.
Each of those rays invokes the BSP tree, since it needs to determine if it hit an object, which will appear as
reflection.
NEXT SLIDE
The Dark yellow arrows are light samples being taken. In this case an area light is being used, so it needs to cast
multiple light rays. If the light casts shadows, each of the light rays will trigger a shadow ray in the opposite direction
of the light ray to determine whether an object occludes the light. Each of those shadow rays will invoke the BSP
tree.
NEXT SLIDE
The last example is Final Gathering, which needs to cast samples in the direction of the surface normal. FG casts
many samples in the scene, and each of those sample requires the BSP tree to determine which diffuse objects
contribute to the shading and illumination of the intersection point.
As you can see, the BSP tree is being called many time during rendering. Minimizing its usage by disabling rendering
features is a solution, but sometimes you might not be able to do so. In cases like these, the anti-aliasing Threshold
and motion blur Threshold are a good way to control the number of samples being taken. If you reduce the number
of samples taken in the scene, you also reduce the number of times that the BSP tree is invoked.
For example, you can reduce FG accuracy, reduce the area light Samples, reduce the anti-aliasing settings,
and.increase the anti-aliasing Threshold
Bottom line: there is a trade-off between quality and speed. It is rather difficult to have maximum quality with a
blazing render speed. The user has to find the best mid-point between the two in order to satisfy both.
Note: It is important to understand that when scanline rendering is enabled, primary rays (camera rays) will not use
the BSP tree to determine which triangle they hit, but will use a scanline approach, which is faster. With scanline
enabled, it is impossible for lens shaders to create effects like Depth of Field, Panoramic 360 renders, Lens
Distortion, and so on, since the lens shader needs to bend the camera ray. The BSP tree is required to determine if
bent camera rays hit an object in the scene.
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BSP Stats

XSI rendering can generate BSP tree statistics which can be used to further tune the BSP tree settings.
What you see in the pink box are the BSP tree statistics, generated by a verbose render, that you need use to tune
the BSP tree. I explain how to create a setup to tune BSP settings in the next slide.
The first value, called max depth, shows how deep the BSP tree is. It indicates whether the max tree depth was
reached. If the user-specified BSP depth and the reported max depth are equal, it means that the BSP tree size was
set too low and the BSP tree was forced to subdivide the scene until it reached the maximum depth. Consequently,
the leaf nodes may contain too many triangles, which tends to slow down rendering. This is a sign that the tree
reached maximum depth too early.
Max leaf size indicates the number of triangles contained in the biggest voxels. When this value as near as possible
to the BSP Size specified in the rendering options, it’s a good sign that the BSP tree is well balanced and doesn’t
contain voxels with too many triangles. If the BSP Depth is set too low, the max leaf size will increase because the
scene cannot be further subdivided, and more triangles will end up in each voxel.
Now let’s talk about average depth. The BSP tree is adaptive and will subdivide only where needed. It is possible
that BSP tree contains some branches that are deeper than others because some branches contain more triangles.
If the scene configuration is more like the “teapot in stadium” example, the average should be greater than 50% of
the BSP Depth set in the render options. If the scene configuration is more like the “city”example, the average depth
should be closer to the BSP Depth specified in the render options. The greater the delta, the less efficient the BSP
tree is. The
Average leaf size will vary between the max leaf size and the BSP tree Size specified in the render options. The idea
is to get this value as close to the BSP tree Size specified in the render options since this indicates that the BSP tree
voxels are properly distributed and maximum efficiency will be achieved.
Leaf nodes indicates the number of voxels that contains triangles. More leaf nodes means more memory will be
demanded during render. So if you have two BSP tree setups that offers same rendering speed, use the one the has
fewer leaf nodes.
Last but not least is BSP memory. It shows the BSP tree’s memory consumption. It helps to determine if the BSP
tree uses too much memory. It is pretty useful when you are rendering in a tight memory condition.
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BSP Stats (cont’d)


Increase Depth
–
–
–
–
–



Improve rendering time (as long as everything fits in memory…)
Increase memory
Increase number of leaf nodes
Lower average leaf size towards the BSP tree size
Might Lower the max leaf size depending on the scene

Increase Size
–
–
–
–



Slower rendering time
Lower memory usage (since fewer levels are needed)
Lower max BSP tree depth (depending on scene)
Lower average BSP tree depth

Decrease Size
–
–
–

Improve rendering time (as long as everything fits in memory…)
Increase memory usage
Force the BSP tree to be more subdivided (allowed to go to the max depth

This list shows the impact on rendering/memory as the BSP tree parameters are tuned.
Increasing Depth will:
Improve rendering time
This assumes that the scene fits in memory along with BSP tree data, if it doesn’t fit, memory
swapping occurs, and slows down rendering. It is not suggested that you systematically set BSP
Depth between 50 and 60 in all your scenes, since this can lead to memory issues during
rendering, especially when using motion blur. I suggest you start with lower BSP depth and
increase it slowly by increments of 1 or 2.
Other effects of increasing Depth are:
•Increased memory usage since BSP tree memory usage will increase.
•Increased number of leaf nodes
•Lower average leaf size (getting closer to the specified BSP tree Size)
•Possibly a lower max leaf size, depending on the scene.
Increasing Size will:
Slow rendering
Since more triangles can be in a single voxel, and less depth is needed. Adding more triangles in
voxel will slow down ray/triangle intersection because there are more triangles to test in each
voxel.
Other effects of increasing Size are:
•Lower memory usage, since the tree has less depth
•Lower the max BSP tree depth (depending on the scene)
•Lower the average BSP tree depth
Decreasing Size will:
Improve rendering time (as long as everything fits in memory…)
Increase memory usage
Force the BSP tree to be more subdivided (allowed to go to the max BSP Depth)
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BSP Tree Tuning Setup











Set AA to Min –5 Max –5.
Viewport should be as small as possible.
Raytracing must be activated.
Scanline should be deactivated.
Set the logged messages to “Progress Reports”.
Open the script editor to see the rendering log.
Draw a render region in the small viewport.
Tune your BSP tree: BSP depth or size first?
View dependent tessellation
Copy BSP tree settings into all of your passes’ render options ;)

Here is a procedure you can use to speed up BSP tree tuning in very large scenes:
•

Set the anti-aliasing to –5 –5

•

If you are using the render region to render, the viewport must be as small as possible to allow fast render
feedback.

•

Only raytracing should be enabled since it will use the BSP tree for secondary rays. Scanline rendering will have
an impact on primary rays only.
For example when scanline is enabled, primary rays will not use the BSP tree at all. When it is disabled, primary
rays will use BSP tree since the camera ray will be using pure raytracing. I suggest turning off scanline so that
BSP tree tuning includes primary rays too.

•

Enable logged messages to “Progress Reports” in order to see the BSP stats printed in the render log.

•

Open Script the editor in order to see the render log displayed as the rendering occurs.

At this point you can draw a render region in the viewport. Then do the following:
•

Start tuning the BSP tree settings. I strongly suggest you set the Size to between 10 and 20 and then start
tuning BSP Depth since this is the parameter that has the most influence on the BSP tree building and
rendering speed.

•

Very important to remember: if there is geometry using view dependent geometry approximation for surface
or displacement, the render region MUST be the same resolution as the final render resolution because view
dependency generates fewer triangles as the render resolution decreases.
If view dependent approximation is enabled, you should use a preview window or render pass to tune the BSP
tree. If the render resolution is large, like 2k, I would suggest you use xsibatch –r –BSP_depth –BSP_size to
render different BSP tree settings. You can use command “time /t” to print the time before the render starts and
when the render finishes.

•

Once you’ve tuned the BSP tree, copy your optimized BSP tree settings back into all of your passes’ render
options.

The next few slides are 3d graphs that show how the BSP tree behaves in real life condition.I have used a 700k
triangle scene on which I ran 400 different BSP tree settings to see how the speed and memory behaves.
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In this graph, we have three axes: BSP Depth, BSP Size and render time.
The graph represents a render test on a static scene with no motion blur, few reflections, no Final Gathering, and
raytraced shadows.
As you can see, BSP Depth has more impact on rendering speed than BSP Size. That is the main reason why BSP
depth should be tuned first.
Another thing this graph shows is that the smaller the Size is, the faster the rendering will be. However, this is only
true when BSP Depth is properly tuned.
For example, when using a BSP Depth of 50, adjusting the size can make the render time vary between 60 seconds
and 110 seconds.
That’s a pretty huge increase in rendering time.
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In this graphic we can see the results of a motion blurred scene, where the model was rotating 90deg over 1 frame.
It‘s a pretty extreme case, but it shows really interesting information.
First, you can see that when BSP tree Depth is increased, at some point the scene will start to render slower. This is
because the memory usage is very high, and this makes the renderer swap memory during the rendering process.
Normally the BSP Depth test should go to 50, but I experienced out of memory issues with depths greater than 32.
So motion blurred scenes most often require lower BSP tree depths in order to render. This is the reason why BSP
tree tuning should be done on the final scene, when everything is done. It is also important to tune the BSP tree at
the frame where the motion blur is at its most intense, since this is where the memory demand will the highest.
Another thing you can see is that the BSP Size has little influence on the rendering time. Normally, the BSP Size
should be as small as possible, but in a scene with motion blur, the BSP Size should be increased to lower memory
demand during rendering.
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This graph shows the average depth reached by the BSP tree. Even if the user sets the BSP Depth to value N, the
average depth will seldom reach the N value, it will rather move towards this value. There is cases where it will reach
the N value, which I will cover in the next slide.
The graph peak’s appears when the BSP Depth is 50 and Size is 10. This forces the BSP tree to have fewer triangles
in each voxel and subdivide more often to respect the BSP Size set by the user.
If you keep the BSP Depth fixed, let’s say at 50, and increase the BSP Size. You will see the average depth
decreasing, again. That is because the voxels can contains more triangles.
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This is the same graph as in the previous slide, but for the motion blurred scene. What is really special about this
graph compared to the previous one is that it doesn’t have any peaks, but stays constant when the depth is at 32.
This indicates that the BSP tree is full - all of the voxels contain the BSP Size specified by the user and even more!
Motion blur causes many triangles to move through several voxels, which has a direct impact on voxel size. Motion
blurred scenes will fill voxels more rapidly than non-motion blurred scenes. The next slides will also show the impact
of this kind of overuse of the BSP tree.
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This graph shows the average size in all the voxels of the BSP tree for the non motion blurred scene. When the BSP
Depth is very low (20 for example) and the BSP Size is high (100 for example), the average leaf size reaches around
740 triangles per voxel. That’s very inefficient! The average size should be as close to the BSP Size set by the user
as possible. The only way to achieve this is by increasing the BSP Depth. The higher BSP Depth is, the more
triangles will be distributed over many voxels, thus lowering the average size and increasing render speed.
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Again this graph shows the average size for the motion blurred scene. The first thing you should notice is that the
overall average size is higher (1700) compared to non motion blurred scene (700). Due to motion blur, the same
triangle will move through many voxels and that will increase the average size.
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The number of leaf nodes also determines how much memory is used by the BSP tree during the rendering
process.In theses two graphs, we can see major differences. On the left is the non motion blurred scene and on the
right is the motion blurred scene.
When motion blur is enabled, it will greatly increase the number of leaf nodes and also increase the memory
demand. This might force mental ray to swap memory during rendering. So if you have two BSP tree setups which
render in the same time, use the once that has the lowest number of leaf nodes. This will allow you to render on
machines that have less memory.
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BSP Tree Results
Static
Scene

Motion Blurred
Scene

66sec.

188sec.

Best Size

15

15

Best Depth

34

28

Average Size

12

155

Average Depth

31

27

Leaf nodes

270k

135k

Max Leaf Size

778

8656

Best render time

Here is a table of the best results found. To recap:
•BSP depth needs to be lowered in motion blur scenes in order to get the optimal render speed.
•Average size increases drastically in motion blurred scenes.
•Average depth for motion blurred scenes is nearly equal to the BSP Depth, which is sign the BSP tree is full.
•135k leaf nodes for motion blur compared to 270k leaf nodes for static.
Why are there fewer leaf nodes in the motion blurred scene? Simple. In the motion blurred scene, many
triangles are traversing many voxels which has a tendency to fill the voxels rapidly. As a result, the voxels
split often and the max depth is reached more rapidly. This simply means that the BSP tree wasn’t allowed
sufficient depth, which produced less leaf nodes.
•Another important statistic we haven’t really discussed is the max leaf size. It tells you how many triangles are in the
largest voxel. You can see the motion blurred scene’s largest voxel contains roughly 10 times more triangles than
the static scene’s largest voxel. This proof that the BSP tree is full and voxels contain large amounts of triangles.
Keeping the max leaf size as low as possible is good thing, as long as render speed is improving.
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Final Gathering





FG Completes Global Illumination and Raytracing.
Caching occurs for visible surfaces only.
Cache is written to a file.
FG map can be improved from frame to frame to
reduce noise and flickering.

Final Gathering is a technique to enhance both Global Illumination and raytracing.
Global Illumination uses a photon tracing technique in which a light casts photons in the same fashion as real light
source would. Each emitted photon contains an energy level which decreases each time the photon travels or hits a
surface. Global Illumination allows you to give a rough diffuse illumination to the scene, but to be able to get fine
details requires that a lot of photons are cast in the scene. This is often impracticable since the numbers of photons
required to get color bleeding on small objects and concave surfaces would be enormous.
That is the reason why Final Gathering is called Final Gathering: it “completes” Global Illumination by gathering
details from areas of the scene where GI can’t. Final Gathering evaluates only surfaces visible from the camera and
caches the results in a file which can be used later on to speed up rendering. During the raytracing process, it is
possible that some extra FG rays may be cast due to lack of precision or quality in the final gathering map file.
One Important thing to mention: Final Gathering requires raytracing, since it casts raytracing rays in the scene.
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Final Gathering Settings
 FG settings can be found in render options.
 Parameters:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Activeness
Accuracy
Minimum and Maximum Radius
Automatic Compute
FG map file
FG map rebuild flag

Final Gathering settings can be found in the render region options or the pass render options. Each region or pass
has its own Final Gathering settings users might want to speed up interactive rendering and then use the highest
render quality settings in the final render pass.
These are the settings that control Final Gathering:
Activeness: allows you to enable/disable Final Gathering.
Accuracy: determines the FG precision. The accuracy sets the number of rays being cast in the scene for each FG
hemisphere.
Minimum and Maximum radius: set the FG hemisphere minimum radius, where any surface within that minimum
hemisphere will use the samples from that hemisphere. The radius is expressed in scene units.
Automatic Compute: gives the user a rough idea of the appropriate radius size. The algorithm is simple. It sets the
max radius to be 25% the average bounding box size of renderable objects. Minimum radius is set to 10% of the
computed maximum radius value. These values are generally a good starting point.
The FG map file: can be created for one frame or many frames. Final Gathering can regenerate the map on demand
or re-use an existing map. When rebuild is disabled, FG will read the samples from the map file and then proceed
with raytracing. If during the raytracing some extra FG samples are needed, they will be added to the map stored in
memory. Once the rendering resumes, the map in memory will be written back to disk in order to add the new
samples to the file so that next frames can benefit from the work done. It is possible to lock the map file, but this will
result in lots of extra FG samples being cast during the rendering.
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How does Final Gathering work?

1

2

3

4
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How does Final Gathering work? It is rather simple. Final Gathering evaluates only visible surfaces seen
from the camera and caches the results in a file. The renderer renders in stages: first it computes the Final
Gathering so that it can build up and collect the FG samples. During raytracing process, the renderer will
lookup those stored FG samples to reveal the indirect illumination on the surfaces.
SLIDE 1
Here is a example of how FG computation is achieved.
SLIDE 2
First, the camera casts a camera ray or an eye ray toward the model. The surface shader is called for the
intersection point. If the shader is an illumination shader or a photon_irradiance shader, it makes a
“request” to the renderer for the irradiance. From there the renderer extracts the FG/GI/caustic
contribution at the requested intersection point. The surface shader adds the returned value to its final
result. It is important to understand that the surface shader triggers a lookup to the FG map and Photon
Map which were computed before raytracing occurred. For the sake of clarity, I have combine the FG
computation and raytracing rendering into a single stream of events, but the actual order is: FG (so called
FG caching) followed by raytracing which uses the result of the accumulated FG samples.
SLIDE 3
When Final Gathering is requested for a given intersection, the following sequence of events occurs: For
each FG intersection, the result has an influence zone defined by a virtual hemisphere. The hemisphere is
made of smaller and larger hemisphere which are bound to the minimum and maximum radius.
SLIDE 4
Now Final Gathering will cast rays in the scene in all directions inside the hemisphere in order to reach and
cumulate indirect light from nearby objects. The result will be stored inside the FG map, which is located in
memory.
SLIDE 5
If any other eye rays hit the surface within the FG hemisphere, they will simply re-use the FG samples
results for that hemisphere.
SLIDE 6
Other Eye rays might be too far from any given hemisphere, in this case they use the closest one and
share if the intersection is within the hemisphere radius.
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How does Final Gathering work? (cont’d)
Each grid dot translate
into an Final Gathering Hemisphere
Which then cast N number of FG rays
Image seen by the camera
FG ray

Green dots are aligned on
Screen space hexagon grid

FG consider only Visible
Surfaces seen by the
camera

Final Gathering uses a hexagon grid in screen space to determine where the FG needs to take place. The renderer
finds which areas and objects in the 3d scene are covered by the screen space locations. The renderer then builds
an implicit hemisphere that is oriented according to the surface normal at the intersection point. From there, Final
Gathering will cast N number of FG rays inside the hemisphere. The number of FG rays is determined by the FG
accuracy. For example an accuracy of 200, means 200 FG rays for each hemisphere. The length of each FG sample
is variable, since it may hit an object nearby or hit nothing, which translates into infinity. Let’s not confuse FG radius
with FG ray length, it is not the same thing at all. The Next slide explains this in detail.
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FG Radius
 Two possible FG results:
– Small Radius: Sharp indirect lighting details
– Large Radius: Blurry indirect lighting details

Final Gathering radius determines how sharp the FG process will be. The smaller the value, the less chance the FG
hemispheres will overlap, so more FG accuracy is needed. When the Radius is high, the FG hemispheres will be
larger and will overlap with neighboring hemispheres, so less FG accuracy is needed due to the overlap. Radius
could be seen has a blur/sharpen factor for FG. As you can see in the two images, the left one has small radius and
the right one uses large radius size. The main difference can be seen in the shadow area shown by the red ellipses.
NEXT SLIDE
Here is an intensity difference image extracted from the two images. You can clearly see the shadow areas and
concave areas are crisper and more detailed using the small radius setting.
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FG Accuracy
 Two possible FG results:
– High Accuracy: takes longer to render and requires a small FG
radius to achieve quality.
– Low Accuracy: is faster to render and works better with large FG
radius.

As explained in the previous slide, FG accuracy determines the number of FG rays for each hemisphere.
Here is Accuracy in action:
< click on the left image to playback the sequence >
Since the environment around the dog is fairly simple, the radius doesn’t need to be small to grasp the details.
Large Radius settings can use Lower Accuracy
< click on the right image to playback the sequence >
As you can see, since the radius is smaller, it would require the FG accuracy to be much large than 1100 to get rid of
the noise and artifacts. Something around 3000 should do the trick.
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Two possible FG results:
 High Accuracy: takes longer to render and requires a
small FG radius to achieve quality.
 Low Accuracy: is faster to render and works better
with large FG radius.
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FG Accuracy vs. FG Radius
Radius

Accuracy

Render time

Comments

Suggested
Rebuild option

Small
0.01~0.2

High
1000~3000

Slowest

Best quality, less flickering

ON

Large
1~100

High
1000~3000

Slower

Only use if surroundings
contain high frequency
textures and details

ON

Small
0.01~0.2

Low
100~500

Very fast

Inadequate. A lot of
artifacts and possible
flickering

Doesn’t matter
since quality is poor

Large
1~100

Low
100~500

Fast

Perfect for Image Based
Lighting pass using FG

OFF

Note 1: Accuracy needs to be High when radius is small, in order to remove possible flickering
Note 2: Accuracy can be lowered when radius is large, in order to save render time

So to recap on FG accuracy and radius, here is a table that highlights the different combinations and permutations:
•

When Radius is small and Accuracy is high, the render speed is the slowest but the render quality is the best.
Usually these settings are suggested to remove FG flickering. Since each frame contains a lot of FG samples, it
is suggested that you rebuild the FG map at each frame. Otherwise the FG map file will grow too rapidly and
the renderer will run out of memory.

•

When Radius is Large and Accuracy is High, render speed is a little faster. This combination is perfect for
smoothing out the FG result, giving the rendered image a more blurry effect. Again it is suggested that you
rebuild the FG map at each frame since the FG accuracy is high.

•

When the Radius is low and Accuracy is low, the FG result is poor. I suggest that you use this combination only
for preview purposes.

•

Lastly, when the Radius is Large and Accuracy is Low, the FG settings are ideal for an Image based lighting
pass, as long as the image used for the lighting pass doesn’t contain too much high frequency detail. It is
strongly suggested that you blur the image that you use for the image based lighting pass, since this allows you
to use low Accuracy and a large Radius, which will, in turn, save precious rendering time.

Very important to remember:
If Radius is small, Accuracy needs to be high.
If Radius is large, Accuracy can be lowered.
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Final Gathering Diagnostic in Action

Radius and Accuracy Animation

Final rendered result sequence

FG Red dots: computed during raytracing
FG Green dots: computed during the FG pass, before the raytracing

What are the green and red dots that you see when you enable the FG diagnostic? Green dots indicate FG samples
gathered during the FG pass, red dots are extra samples being added during raytracing. Obviously you want the
smallest possible number of red dots. The context switching between FG and Raytracing causes a slight rendering
slowdown.
The left image sequence shows what the FG diagnostic displays as Accuracy and Radius vary. The FG diagnostic
indicates FG samples for single frame, and indicates where FG spend most of its time. Also, the FG diagnostic will NOT
indicate high frequency or flickering areas because it has no information about previous and next frames.
I strongly suggest that you write a script that renders the same frame with different FG settings and track the time it
takes for each frame to render. This way you will be able to balance FG quality and render time. Once the optimal FG
settings are found and set, it is a good practice to render few frames of the sequence to see if FG flickers.
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Final Gathering Optimization
 As the FG Radius gets smaller, it takes longer to build the FG
map.
 As the FG Accuracy increases, rendering time will also increase.
 Hide objects which don’t contribute sufficiently.
 Don’t rebuild the FG map at each frame.

Here are few pointers that will help you to properly tune your scene to improve Final Gathering speed.
•

A smaller FG Radius will make the hemisphere smaller, is less likely to re-use neighbor hemispheres’ samples.
It will force FG to create more hemispheres and more FG rays will be cast in the scene.

•

Increasing FG accuracy will force more FG rays to be cast for each hemisphere.

•

Some elements might be really far away from the object and might not contribute enough as FG sources. It is
strongly suggested that you set these objects’ secondary ray to off. This way FG will not see those objects. If
you are rendering in passes, you could use a custom partition to hide these objects.

•

Rebuilding the FG map for each frame is computationally expensive. Rebuilding only at the first frame, and then
re-using that frame for subsequent frames is a wise choice. There are some restrictions here, which are
covered in the next few slides.
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Final Gathering Optimization (cont’d)




Using high frequency texture maps requires high FG Accuracy to avoid flickering.
Use constant shaded bounce objects where possible.
Use ray_type shader to evaluate a simpler render tree for FG rays, like making a
texture appear blurred for FG only.

•

High frequency texture maps (noise/procedural textures/highly detailed textures) require FG to sample more. In
this slide, the left-hand image is the high frequency texture example. You can see that the FG result over the
object surface looks more like a reflection than indirect lighting. In order to solve this, the FG accuracy would
need to be increased.

•

Constant Shaded objects which act as lighting bounce cards will cause less flickering when used.

•

Another trick which can save a lot of time is to use a ray_type shader, which allows you to use two different
rendertrees, one for camera rays and one for Final Gathering rays. With this approach you can use a simpler
rendertree to remove high frequency from the surrounding object’s surface.

Press SPACE to show images
Here are three examples. The first one uses a high frequency texture which causes the FG to look like a reflection on
the surface. This problem can be solved by using render map to bake the surface into a texture map. It allows
the user to blur the texture and remove a lot of FG flickering and artifacts. It is even better if the surface uses a
constant shaded material when being evaluated by the FG rays.
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Rebuilding FG Map or Not? (FG Flickering)


Solution A (faster: must render on the same machine)
–
–
–
–



Disable FG Map rebuild, which allows FG map to grow.
Make sure there is no FG map file to start with.
Set FG accuracy from 300~500 and up.
Radius (depending on your scene)

Solution B (same as Solution A, except...)
– Set rebuild FG Map off, and use camera to orbit around such that FG sees
all the surface in the scene.
– Then lock the FG Map file before launching a render on the renderfarm.



Solution C (slower: perfect for frame based renderfarm)
– Enable FG Map rebuild.
– Accuracy ~1000 to 3000, Radius ~0.001 and 0.02
– Set one FG Map per renderfarm machine
• Use env var directly in the FG filepath
• E.g.: c:\temp\$COMPUTERNAME

Even if you did arrange your scene to take advantage of the techniques mentioned the previous slides, it is still possible that you
might see flickering in the final renders. To solve this problem there are three approaches, each of which has very specific
advantages and disadvantages. The FG map rebuild plays an important role here. You can rebuild at each frame or just rebuild at the
first frame and re-use it for subsequent frames.
Rebuilding at the first frame and re-using the FG map for subsequent frames offers a few advantages:
•The FG map will improve as the render progresses.
•Subsequent frames will benefit from the FG map result of previous frames.
•FG will only compute new surfaces revealed to the camera in the current frame.
It also has a few drawbacks:
•When rendering very large render resolutions with FG, the amount of data contained can be enormous, depending on
scene complexity. The renderer might abort rendering because the FG map file size is too big to be loaded in memory.
•In a production context the goal is to process in parallel as much as possible. If the FG map isn’t rebuilt at each frame,
rendering becomes a serialized process where a given renderfarm machine cannot render frame 9, before frames 1
through 8 are rendered since the FG map file must contain frames 1 through 8 before frame 9 can be rendered.
•File sharing and file locking. If rebuild is disabled, the FG map is read at the beginning of the render (actually it is read
during the FG pass) and then saved back to disk when rendering is complete. This allows the the extra FG samples being
cast during the raytracing process to be saved into the FG map. This can cause possible file conflicts on a frame-based
renderfarm. For example, you have a 5-machine renderfarm, and you start an FG render on it. Frame 1 will render on
machine 1, and so forth. It is possible that machine 1 finishes frame 1 and updates the FG map. Then machine 2 finishes
frame 2 and tries to update the FG Map while machine 1 is trying to load it to render a new frame. This file locking and
sharing problem could lead to a loss of FG samples and create discontinuities in the FG map which can lead to flickering.
Another similar solution to the “rebuild once and reuse” technique is to open a render region and move the camera around in the
scene such that it sees all surfaces once. This process “builds” a complete FG map for the scene, which contains all the important
surfaces. You can then lock the FG map file to avoid overwriting it. When you launch a render on a frame-based renderfarm, the FG
map is used as is and is never written back to disk, since the file is locked. This solution is ideal for baking FG into a rendermap or
rendervertex property.
Last but not least, rebuilding FG map at each frame is perfect for a frame-based renderfarm, where each machine renders one frame
at a time. This setup requires that the FG map file be rebuilt at each frame. In order to resolve potential flickering, you need to
increase the FG Accuracy in order to have a good sampling coverage from frame to frame. The Accuracy should range between 1000
and 3000 and the Radius should be small, ranging between 0.001 and 0.02. The FG map path should not be the same on each
machine, but it is possible to use an environment variable in the file path. E.g.: c:\temp\$COMPUTERNAME Computername env var is
standard under windows, under Linux you can use the host env var too.
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How Does XSI Deal with Textures?
 Image Source
– File path reference
– Caching
– Input can be still images,
sequences and script files.
– Frame Padding for
sequences
– Frame per second for
sequences

In order to create a great deal of realism in a CG scene, the use of textures to shade object surfaces is very
important.
XSI uses two entities to control, use and share images.
The first one is called an image source which consist of a simple file pointer with few options like:
•

Caching, which allows XSI keep the image in memory in order to speed up texture access. It is not
recommended that you use it for large images, since it forces XSI to allocate a lot of memory.

•

Image sources support still images, sequences and scripted image sequences (.scr - an ascii file where each
line is treated as a frame. Thus the first line in the file is frame 1, line 2 is frame 2, and so on).

•

Image sequences support frame padding

•

FPS (Frames Per Second). This is used only with image sequences. It allows XSI determine the timing, in
seconds, for N number of images. 30 means 30 images for one second.

•

One important thing about file paths: they can be defined as relative or absolute. Relative means relative to the
current active project, which offers many advantages. It simplifies the process of sharing scenes between
Linux-based and Windows-based XSI installations since they don’t have to search and replace all the paths
each time the scene is loaded. Keeping the path relative saves a lot of time. XSI has a series of search rules that
allow it to resolve broken paths, like searching in other projects defined in your project list.
Absolute means that the path must be defined from the root of the disk device like C:\ or \\server\share or
/share. It is possible to use the “.” as the current project. XSI will expand it automatically. Be careful since the
XSI shortcut start XSI from the application/bin directory and it will use that path to resolve “.”.
Last but not least, the environment variable. Yes it is possible to use env vars in the paths, for example
$TEMP\mypic.pic will get expanded by XSI and/or mental ray at the proper time. This technique can be used to
change texture Level of Detail at render time. I will cover this aspect later.

The image source helps when using the same image for different purposes.
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XSI Image Clip
 Clip FXs
 OGL controls
 Management

In XSI, an image clip is an entity that allows you to control how an image will be managed and controlled during its
usage. The image clip is used for: OpenGL display, rendering, the FX Tree, the texture editor, the image clip viewer,
and so on.
The image clip offers a collection of controls and features:
•Referenced image source
•Informs the image clip which image source to use to lookup the pixel data.
•Image Clip FX
•Blur
•Color Correction like Hue / Saturation / Gain / Brightness
•Scaling allows you to change the resolution of the image without affecting the image on disk.
•Flip X/Y changes the orientation in the horizontal and/or vertical axis.
•Crop removes portions of the image and keep only the area inside the cropping zone. This changes the
resolution since pixels were removed.
•OGL controls
•Resolution controls the OGL texture resolution of the image being pushed to the graphics card. The
resolution must be power of 2 (16/32/64/128/256/etc). If the image resolution is not at a power of two, XSI
will reduce it to the closest power of two. For example a 1700x1000 texture will use a 512x512 OGL
resolution.
•Hardware mipmapping controls how the texture will be interpolated when the object is either near the
camera or far from the camera. The user can choose uninterpolated/interpolated or mipmapping.
•As for image clip management, let’s go to the next slide!
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Image Clip Management mode

XSI offers many ways to manage pictures and pixel data during rendering.
In the XSI image clip property page, under the “Properties” tab, there is a parameter called “Image Management”.
Three options are available:
Load in memory
Use from disk
Broadcast
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Image Clip Management mode

Here is a graphic I will use to explain each of the image management modes.
Load in memory means that XSI will open the file and parse the pixel data. Since XSI has loaded the image, it is possible to alter it using clip FX like color correction/blur/crop/flip. Once
the FX are applied, XSI will pass the results to mental ray. From there mental ray will communicate the pixel data to all render slaves (if distributed rendering is used).
Disadvantages:
1)
2)

At some point before the render starts, the same image data appears twice in memory, once in XSI and once in mental ray. This makes it more difficult to render using large
textures since both XSI and mental ray requires contiguous memory in order to load them.
Slower render startup time, since XSI and mental ray have data to share, especially when large textures are used.

3)

Clip FXs are 8 bits only, so even if you load a float format in that mode, it will still apply the FX in 8 bits.

4)

If an image source is shared between two image clips, and each of those image clips has clip FX, this creates two distinct image maps in mental ray’s memory.

5)

All textures need to be defined and transferred at the beginning of the render.

6)

.mi files will have the pixel data and textures in line or included, which could produce very very large .mi files.

Advantages:
1)

No action needed to ensure that the render slave can have access to the textures on the network since the pixel data is being transferred from the master to the slaves.

2)

Since the cropping directly affects the image being loaded by XSI, it means mental ray will get a smaller image. As an example, in Softimage 3D, the cropping was done by the
shader that was using the image, it was only using a region inside the image, but mental ray still needs to load the entire image. XSI handles this better.

3)

Image FX are allowed, so the user can crop/color correct/blur/flip and resize the image.

The next mode is called Use from disk. In this case, XSI will NOT load the image data, but rather pass the image path directly to mental ray. From there mental ray will open the file during
rendering, when the image is needed. If distributed rendering is involved, the mental ray master will send pixel data to each of the render slaves.
Disadvantages:
1)

It is not possible to use clip FX.

2)

Image cropping is not possible through the clip FX. As workaround, the user can use the UV Min/Max parameter in the image node. mental ray will still load the entire image, even
if only a portion of the image is used.

3)

If the image format is not memory map, mental ray still needs to open the image, decompress it and allocate the memory needed to store it. If the image is very large, mental ray
will allocate the memory and force the process to swap memory during rendering, resulting in a slower render time.

Advantages:
1)

Faster render startup time, since there is no image pixel data that needs to be transferred.

2)

Image depth is no longer limited to 8 bits, but can use 8bits/16bits and floats.

3)

No action is needed to ensure the render slave can have access to the texture on the network, since the pixel data is being transferred from the master to the slaves.

4)

Less memory being used by textures since only mental ray loads the textures in memory.

5)

mental ray will load the image only when needed, which delays heavy memory usage during rendering.

6)

mental ray can unload textures if some are not needed or haven’t been accessed for a long time.

7)

.mi files will reference the image path only, which produces much smaller .mi files.

Last but not least is Broadcast mode. Basically the only difference between this mode and Use from disk is for distributed rendering. Rather than transferring pixel data to render
slaves, the master will simply send the image path to the slaves and the slaves will open the file. This implies that the render slave must run as a user who has permission to
access the image path on the network. In order to do this, you must configure the ray server service to run as that specific user.
The only file format that forces mental ray to use Broadcast mode is the memory map format (.map files). The memory map format should be seen as a kind of swap space or page file,
which the OS can directly map in memory very quickly. From there mental ray can access any pixel data from the image and the OS will simply fetch the pixel data or scanlines
from the disk as they are needed. Consequently, the burden is on disk I/O or network, since memory is not used that much. It is strongly suggested that you have each memory
map file local to each render machine to maximize access speed (since local disks are faster than networks). This implies a lot of management to make it happen. So what I also
suggest is that me memory map files are stored on a fast server, where all the render machines are connected on the same network cluster. This allows you to keep the network
traffic local between the server and render farm and doesn’t pollute the production network.
The memory map format offers the following advantages, along with few disadvantages:
1)

Texture loading is instantaneous, since mental ray doesn’t read the pixel data, but rather maps the file in memory, large texture files can be loaded in just a few seconds.

2)

Memory map textures can be in pyramid format which speeds up elliptical filtering during rendering.

3)

Memory map format can support 8bits, 16bits and float point.

4)

XSI does load the memory map format but only for OGL/display purposes. The XSI memory map reader will only extract 8-bit data. In this case it is not such a problem since
during rendering mental ray will use the file with its full pixel depth.

The disadvantages are limited, but it is important that they be known and well understood:
1)

The memory map format is uncompressed and uses a lot of disk space.

2)

The memory map format is not supported in many paint software packages, so some users are required to use .tga or .psd during the texturing/lighting phase and convert to
memory map only when rendering is needed.

3)

Image FX are not supported with memory map format since XSI simply passes the file path to mental ray directly. So it is important that the user bake the image clip FX into a new
image before converting it to memory map.

Side note: XSI and mental ray ALWAYS use “Broadcast” mode for memory map images.
Now let’s go over OGL image and texture management.
In this case, XSI always opens the file to read pixel data. From there it will apply the image FX, then downsize it to fit a resolution that is a power of 2 (like 256/512/1024), then send it to
OGL. Remember that image clip has an OGL resolution control, which can be set by the user. Depending on which graphics card you have, it may limit the texture resolution
handled by OGL due to graphics card memory.
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Image File Formats

XSI and mental ray support a wide range of image file formats. Some formats are supported only in XSI, while some
others are only supported by mental ray. Most of the formats are supported by both. Here is an extensive list of
formats. The important thing to remember is that the PhotoShop format (.psd) is only supported by XSI and not by
mental ray. Memory map format is supported only in 8 bits when XSI reads it for OGL and for the FX Tree, but
supported at all bit depths by mental ray. XSI and mental ray support both Tiff, but LZW compression is not
supported by mental ray.
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Tips & Tricks


Convert image to memory map
–

Imf_copy [-p] in.pic out.map map [rgb[a]|_16|_fp]

• E.g.: Imf_copy -p in.pic out.map map rgba_fp
• If you are planning to use elliptical filtering, use –p to generate a pyramid memory
map format which will speed up rendering of elliptical textures.

– XSI Image Clip viewer to export a clip
– ExportImageClip script command



Sequence of images or directory of images
–
–
–
–
–




Directory: for %i in (*.pic *.jpg) do Imf_copy %i %~ni.map
Recursive: for /r %i in (*.pic *.tga) do Imf_copy %i %~dpni.map
Testing:
for %i in (*.pic *.bmp) do echo Imf_copy %i %~ni.map
Inside .bat: for %%i in (*.pic *.bmp) do Imf_copy %%i %%~ni.map
Documentation on For: open Dos command prompt and type: Help

For

Xsibatch –r –processclips “[loadmemory|usedisk|broadcast]”
Want to change all image clips parameters in a single click?
– SetValue "Clips.gazmetal_big_bump_tga.ImageDefinitionType", 2
– SetValue "Clips.*.ImageDefinitionType", 2

Here are some tricks:
1) Convert images to memory map format. Imf_copy is a standalone application supplied with XSI, under the application/bin. It allows
you to convert many file formats to mental ray formats, and vice-versa. Here is the usage:
Imf_copy [-p] in.pic out.map map [rgb[a]|_16|_fp]
•

-p informs imf_copy that pyramid format is required for the file (only supported for native mental ray
formats)

•

In.pic is the input filename

•

Out.map is the output filename

•

Map specifies what file format is needed for the output. So it is possible to have a file called foo.pic but
in fact is it in memory map format. This is useful if the image management mode is “Use from disk”. It
prevents a search and replace on the texture file name.
mental ray doesn’t use the file extension to determine the file type and format, but rather uses the file
header and magic number.

•

rgba/16/fp tells imf_copy what bit depth is needed in the output file format. Using rgba means it will be 8
bits with alpha, where rgba_fp means it will be float rgb with alpha.

2) Saving image clip FX into new file is possible with the XSI image clip viewer. The tool has an export feature that is handy since it is
interactive.
3) Another way to save an image clip result to disk is to use the ExportImageClip script command. I suggest you type the name in the
script editor and press F1 to see the detailed usage.
4) It is quite common to have an entire directory of pictures to convert. The slide shows the “How to” for converting sequences of
images or a directory of images. First you need to open an XSI DOS command prompt, go to the directory where the pictures
are located, and type the appropriate commands. If you are looking for the Documentation on the For command, open Dos
command prompt and type: Help For
Important Note: If the For command is being used inside a .bat or .cmd file, it is important that the variable gets padded with an
extra %
5) There is other alternative if your scenes hasn’t been prepared and tuned to take advantage of use from disk or broadcast. XSI
command line rendering called xsibatch –r, has an option that can process image clips. This argument or function allows you to
force a particular management mode on all the image clips contained in the scene, as long as it is applicable. For example if an
image clip has image FX, it will stay in “Load in memory”mode. Another example, if the file format is not supported by mental
ray, XSI will leave the image mode to “Load in memory”. Once the render resumes, the scene is not saved and thus is
unaffected, unless you use the –save option.
6) If you want to change all image clips’ parameters in a single click, there are two ways to do it:
a)You can multi-select all image clips and press “Enter” to inspect them. Then set the image management parameter OR
b)You can simply edit one image clip and reuse the script line, replacing the clip name with a wildcard which will get expanded
to all of the image clips contained in the Clips container.
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Tips & Tricks (cont’d)
 Delete unused image clips and sources
 Minimize image clip duplicates
 Rule of thumb for texture resolution
– Texture rez should be, at maximum, half of
final the render resolution, unless, closeups are required.

Another trick to keep scene clean is to delete unused image clips and sources. You can do this using the command
in the clips menu of the render toolbar.
It is also a good habit to minimize the number of image clips from the same image source. This offers a shared and
central image clip which can be edited from a single property page. Also, it will minimize the number of textures
being pushed during rendering.
One common problem I have seen when helping people to debug a rendering problem is that the textures are much
too large for the final render resolution. As a rule of thumb, the texture resolution should be no larger than half of the
final render resolution. I agree, some cases, do need larger texture resolutions since close-ups are needed. If the
objects are far away from the camera, though, they simply don’t need high resolution textures. Also if you use high
resolution textures, there is a chance that some texture flickering may occur. By using a lower resolution, you force
the renderer to filter out all the high frequency due to distance.
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Rendering Debugging


Crashes! Sometimes it happens… what to do if they show up at 3am?
–
–
–








Output a single frame mi file and render with ray3 –verbose 7 ( if you have a license ).
Another approach: splitting the scene in two and testing each part alone.
Export as .emdl and re-import it into a clean scene.
Export a dotxsi of the model.
Delete all materials and textures.
Testing on another machine:
–
–








Enable scripting log to be redirected to a file
Enable mental ray verbose to “error/warns”
so you can see if mental ray output any information that might indicate the problem.
Disable each feature one by one, until the error stop occurring

If the machine is a dual CPU, test on a single CPU.
Test on a machine with different CPU type.

If you are using distributed rendering, disable it and retest.
Delete all passes and create a empty one.
Use a lower subdee level.
Tune BSP depth.
Make all your image clips use memory map format.
Testing region/preview/render pass

Sometimes crashes occur. What are the things to check if they show up at 3am in the morning?
1)

Load a backup scene or a previous scene to see if the problem still occurs.

2)

Enable scripting log to be redirected to a file to trap any errors and warnings being printed.

3)

Enable mental ray verbose to “error/warns” so you can see if mental ray outputs any information that might indicate the
problem.

4)

Disable each feature enabled in the render options one by one until the error stops: FG, GI, shadow, Raytracing, scanline, lens
shaders, volume shaders, output shaders, displacement shaders, distributed rendering, turn off shadow maps, turn off area
lights, turn off motion blur, and so on.

5)

Output a single frame mi file and render with ray3 –verbose 7 (if you have a license).

6)

Another approach is to split the scene in two and test each part alone. From there continue splitting the scene with the portion
that causes the problem. Within 3 to 4 splits, you should be able to pin-point the offending entities.

7)

Hide particles and/or hair objects.

8)

Tune hair and particles BSP trees by lowering the BSP depth.

9)

Export the objects or hierarchies as .emdl and re-import them into a clean scene.

10)

Export a dotxsi file of the object or hierarchy as .xsi and re-import it into a clean scene.

11)

Delete all materials and textures:
1)

Select all objects and groups.

2)

Go to the Selection menu and choose “Select members and components”

3)

Type “.material” in the text field just above the “Explore” button in the MCA.

4)

Press “delete” to delete all selected materials.

12)

Delete all passes and test with a empty pass.

13)

Test on a different machine:
1)

If the machine is a dual CPU, test on a single CPU.

2)

Test on a machine with different CPU type.

3)

Test on a machine with different graphics card.

14)

Use a lower subdee level.

15)

Tune BSP depth by lowering the BSP Depth first, until the problem is resolved.

16)

Make all your image clips use memory map format or use smaller textures whenever possible.

17)

Testing region/preview/render pass.

18)

At this point, if nothing works, you can either post your problem on the XSI list (maybe someone will still be working at the time)
or contact the Softimage support line.
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Feedback and comments
Special thanks to Matt Daw from Action Synthese
for his precious help
davelaj@softimage.com

I hope this seminar helped you to better understand XSI rendering features.
I would like to Thank Matt Daw from Topix who helped me to prepare and layout this rendering seminar.
I invite you to send me your feedback at: davelaj@softimage.com.
And finally I would like to thank all of you who decided to use XSI as their 3d authoring modeling/animation and
rendering system.
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